S. M. SHAH(') AND S. N. SHAH (2) ABSTRACT.
Entire functions of strongly bounded index have been defined and it is shown that functions of genus zero and having all negative zeros satisfying a one sided growth condition belong to this class.
1. Introduction. Let fiz) be an entire function and let (1.1) flU) = QsU)= max il/(^z)l I (/(°>(2) = fiz)). It is known that given any transcendental entire function /, there exists a transcendental entire function g oí unbounded index such that L7J log far, f) ~ log M(z-, g) (r -. °°).
In particular, given two numbers X and p such that 0 < À < p < °o, there exists a function g of unbounded index such that g is of order p and of lower order À.
A result of this type cannot hold with g of bounded index since a function of bounded index must necessarily be of exponential type [8] . Furthermore, known examples of functions of bounded index and order one are all of regular growth, that is, the order of a function is equal to its lower order ([5] , [9] ). In this paper we show that there exist functions of bounded index, and of given order p and lower order À provided 0 < À < p < 1 (see also [10] (1.6) f(z)= n (1 + ~)£SB. for all 72 and all z.
Assume now a teal and greater than one so that (1.8) and (1.1) imply a"\f(n)(az)\ sn .
---¡-L < asü (az). tog MiR'k, h)> ( 1 -1/U + 1)) log MiR'k, f), and log log MiR'î, h) l ■.
log* 1
By an appropriate choice of gaps we can also construct a function h belonging to B and of given order p and of given lower order X where 0 < À < p < 1.
We omit the details of construction.
In §2 we give the proof of Theorem 1. $3 contains necessary lemmas and §4 gives the proof of Theorem 2. From (2.7) we obtain, for z fz z",
(2.9) and (2.12) yield, for z ¿ zQ, JlÍ!M<Q*W/^_ +-L_+...+T_i_\ (0<72<S+l). If P(z) = np_0(z -z .) and Qiz) = APÍz), then the above argument shows that f/P e SB, f/Q £ SB. This completes the proof. yields for all 72 > s + 1 and all z such that |z| > r.
Proof of assertion (iv
Using (2.21) we find, for tz > s + 1 and |z| > rQ ,(«>(r\l _i 1 / l"|n-s R^<e2l«4x+7^>**(z). 
